
01 Fundamentals oF sound

case study

acoustical properties of a material

“What are the acoustical properties of this material?”

There are three basic acoustical parameters to consider 

when discussing a material5.

acoustical properties of a space

“How are the acoustics of the room?” 

This question is more complex than just “good or bad”6.
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characterizing sound

Sound is essentially vibration. Further, it is the spherical propagation of pressure waves 

through a medium1. The speed of sound in air is 1,125 ft/sec, about a mile in five seconds.

sound level (decibels, dB): AKA volume or amplitude, perceived as loudness.

frequency (hertz, hz): AKA pitch. Range of human hearing is about 20−20,000Hz.

How is sound relevant to architects?

stc (sound transmission class)2: rating determined by the sound level (dB) reduction 

through an assembly considering the frequency of that sound (but only in the range of 

125Hz to 4,000 Hz). For example, if a 60dB conversation in a conference room is heard as 

40dB outside the room, the wall would roughly have a rating of STC 20.

nrc (Noise Reduction Coefficient): measure of the ability of an exposed material to 

absorb sound in the frequency range of 250 to 2,000 Hz. NRC 0 is perfect reflection and 

NRC 1 is perfect absorption.

In an in-house experiment, 

employees estimated the sound 

levels made from sources around 

the office before and after 

receiving a reference of decibel 

levels. Overall, employees’ 

guesses were more focused (see 

error bars) around the recorded 

sound level after learning the 

sound levels of common noises. 

Several of the sounds were 

underestimated.

STC Sounds heard through wall3

25 Normal speech understood easily

30 Loud speech understood fairly well, 
normal speech heard but not understood

35 Loud speech audible but not intelligible

40 Onset of “privacy”

42 Loud speech audible as a murmur

45* Loud speech not audible; 90% of 
statistical population not annoyed

50 Very loud sounds (e.g., musical 
instruments) heard faintly

60+ Most sounds inaudible

absorption
medium takes in 
sound waves

transmission
sound waves pass 
through a medium

Reflection
sound waves bounce 
off of surface

room acoustics 
composition of space affects 

reverberation and echo

Background noise
fixed objects generate noise 

(e.g., mechanical systems)

isolated noise
individual, instantaneous 

sounds (e.g., wheeling carts, 
talking people)
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*Recommended STC for partitions in multifamily buildings. STC 45 is accepted if tested on-site4.
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